TALISMAN OF LOST SOULS
Written by Tony Kingsmill
Walk Through with Dorothy Millard (Spectrum Version)


Scenario:
Starting in the deserted village of Katwelge where buildings are in ruin having been ransacked, you meet a five year old child dressed in rags.  On talking to her she reveals that she was the only person from her village who wasn’t turned to stone, as she was away at the time.  Her brother and parents are all under a spell and she prays that you find the talisman.

Walk Through
(Start in the village), INVENTORY (carrying nothing), EXAMINE CHILD, TALK CHILD (she tells you what happened and gives you a piece of gold), EXAMINE GOLD, N (into valley), N (to edge of forest), EXAMINE GNOME, TALK GNOME (he wants money), GIVE GOLD (he tells you to go east and never to go west in the tribal village - note west is a swamp and north is a pit of snakes, both of which are fatal), E, N (to junction), E (to woodpile), EXAMINE WOODPILE, MOVE WOOD (you find a rope), EXAMINE ROPE, NW, W, N (into tribal village - remember what the gnome said, west is a guard who proves fatal), N (into passage), GET JUG, EXAMINE JUG (note west are tribesmen who prove fatal), S.

E (to a “Quiet Path” - note east is a fatal animal trap), READ SIGNPOST (you find a map nailed to it), READ MAP (gives the route through the misty zone), DROP MAP, N, N (to misty path), N, W, GET SPADE, EXAMINE SPADE, N, W (to northern edge), N (a man here looks at you for help), EXAMINE MAN, TALK MAN (he wants water), E, E, E (to pool of water), EXAMINE POOL, TIE ROPE (to jug), LOWER JUG (into the water - it is now full of water), W, W, W (back to where the man is), GIVE JUG (he gives you a note and tells you to place the letters in the order of the numbers), READ NOTE, DROP NOTE,  E.

E, N (to junction), N, N (into dense woodland), N (to clearing where you meet a ghost), EXAMINE GHOST, TALK GHOST (tells you that the magic potions in the palace will be of great help to you), SW (to rock face - nothing here), NE, SE (to a path in dense woodland), DIG SOIL (you find an amulet), EXAMINE AMULET, DROP SPADE, W, S, E, E (to an open area), EXAMINE STATUE (made of metal and one of the feet is particularly shiny), EXAMINE FOOT, RUB FOOT (reveals a pearl), GET PEARL, EXAMINE PEARL (holding it gives you extra strength), N, EXAMINE LOG, MOVE LOG (need the extra strength - you reveal an entrance leading down), D (into an ancient burial chamber), EXAMINE WALLS (you discover a lever), PULL LEVER (a secret door to the west opens), W (into a secret chamber), GET BONE, EXAMINE BONE, E, U, NE (to a twisting track).

N (to main gates of the Great Forest Palace), GET BOWL, EXAMINE BOWL, NW (to a large arch inside the grounds which is guarded), SAY KINAYU (to the guard and he steps aside letting you pass north), E (into a dark gloomy corner), GET HERBS, EXAMINE HERBS, W,  N (to double doors leading into the main building - a nasty little man watches you and he’ll let you pass if you give him something), GIVE AMULET (the doorman thanks you and allows you to pass north), N (into hall), EXAMINE MIRROR (it looks as if it moves), MOVE MIRROR (reveals a secret western door), W (into a secret room), EXAMINE SHELF (you find a Freeze Potion), EXAMINE FREEZE potion (works on large parties of enemies), E, E (into dirty room where dogs growl at you), GIVE BONE (you see the vapour potion on the ground), EXAMINE VAPOUR potion (it melts a large party of foes), W, N, E (to pantry), GET FOOD, EXAMINE FOOD, EAT FOOD, W, N (to read door where the beggar is), EXAMINE BEGGAR (more to him than meets the eye - note don’t give him the food), W (to forest track).

N, N, N, N, SW, N (to quarry), NE (by cart), EXAMINE CART (you find a key), EXAMINE KEY, SW, NW (to murky lake), E (quarry workers block the northern exit), EXAMINE WORKERS (they are not pleased to see you), CAST FREEZE spell, N, U (to north of quarry), E, S by stool), EXAMINE TREE (the bark is loose), EXAMINE BARK, BREAK BARK (reveals a message underneath), READ MESSAGE (“URDOR”), N, E (before a large round building), UNLOCK DOOR (using the key), E (inside round building), E, READ NOTICE (says Zorcon First Floor), U (the stairs are blocked by guards), CAST VAPOUR spell (it melts them), U (into Zorcon’s Chamber where you meet Zorcon the nasty magician who asks you for his password), SAY URDON......

CONGRATULATIONS Adventurer
You have completed Talisman Of Lost Souls
You have scored 100%



